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his wife for sixteen weeks,1 and in 1449 the wife of
John Howedelowe fulled the cloth which had been
specially woven for the use of the servants at St. Rade-
gund's, Cambridge.2 About 1297 a number of London
fullers took to sending cloths to be fulled at certain mills
in Stratford, and as this was found to result in much
loss to the owners of the cloths, orders were given to
stop all cloths on their way to the mills, and only allow
them to be sent on at the express desire of the owners.3
This seems to point to mill fulling being inferior to manual
labour, while possibly the fulling being conducted out-
side the control of the city may have tended to bad work.
At Bristol in 1346, one of the rules for the fullers forbids
any one to send ' rauclothe ' to the mill, and afterwards
receive it back to be finished,4 and in 1406 the town
fullers were forbidden to make good the defects in
cloths fulled by country workmen.5
In one particular trade, fulling by mills was strictly
forbidden: this was the manufacture of caps and
4 hures ' (shaggy felt hats). Not only did the ' hures '
damage cloths if they were fulled together,6 but they
could not be properly fulled in a mill, or even by walking,
but must be fulled by hand.7 Accordingly we find
Roger Laurence, ' hurer,' in 1427 forfeiting eleven dozen
4 nightcappes ' and one long cap, which he had fulled
in a mill.8
For cleansing the cloth, use was made of the peculiar
absorbent earth known as Fuller's earth, or ' walker-
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